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Employee Connect, December 2017 

QUESTIONS ABOUT EMORY HEALTHCARE AND THE PARTNERSHIP IN GENERAL 

These are questions that were posed at the Employee Connect sessions early in December 2017.  We 
have grouped them into like categories and have put a few of the questions together for a single 
answer. If you have additional questions, please send them to Communications@dekalbmedical.org.  

What kind of partnership are we entering into with Emory Healthcare? Is it a merger?  

A merger is generally when two parties come together to create a new entity and one of more of the 
parties goes away. We are not going away. Neither is Emory Healthcare. What we are entering into is 
called a member substitution. That means DeKalb Regional Health System, Inc. will still exist, but its 
parent company and sole owner will now be Emory Healthcare. There will still be an administration and 
a board of directors for this system, but it will report up to Emory Healthcare. 

DeKalb Medical is very focused on community activities. Does Emory Healthcare have a strong 
community presence?  

Emory Healthcare already has community-based hospitals in its system, including Emory John’s Creek 
Hospital and Emory Saint Joseph’s Hospital. Additionally, they have a strong community presence with 
physician practices, outpatient services and Emory University Hospital and Emory University Midtown 
Hospital. We and Emory believe that, together, we can expand our reach and scope of services into our 
communities, not only on hospital campuses, and enhance the overall mission and outcomes of both 
organizations.  

Will we remain non-profit? 

Yes. Emory Healthcare is a not-for-profit system, so we will retain our not-for-profit status. 

Under this new partnership, will we be able to provide health care for those who cannot afford it?  

Absolutely, Emory Healthcare, like us, is committed to caring for the underserved in our community. 
Emory also supports Grady by providing the majority of its medical staff who are Emory faculty. We will 
maintain very similar, if not the same, charity care and indigent policies when we become part of Emory 
Healthcare. 

How will our debts affect the partnership? 

Emory Healthcare will assume or pay off our bond debt upon finalization of the partnership, so the 
covenants, which are promises we made about our financial position when we borrowed money from 
bond holders, don’t affect the partnership directly. Nevertheless, we are in the midst of our fiscal year 
and must be as diligent about our expense management as we would be if we were not anticipating a 
partnership and prior to closing, we must continue to operate as we would have prior to the 
announcement. Even after closing, Emory Healthcare is not a bank; it’s a strategic partner. We need to 
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be fiscally responsible because we all know spending more than we are bringing in causes problems with 
cash flow, paying bills and our ability to successfully and strategically grow.  

What happened with the Emory - Eastside merger that was unsuccessful? Is there a chance of that 
happening to us? 

The partnership we are seeking to enter is very different from what Emory and HCA Eastside were trying 
to accomplish. HCA Eastside was part of a large for-profit company, and the two organizations had 
different philosophies. The leadership at both Emory and DeKalb are committed to creating a lasting 
partnership that will ensure our community has access to high quality health care long into the future. 

If the Emory contract does not succeed, do we start over with the process or do we go it alone? 

We are confident that this will work out, but in the very unlikely event it doesn’t work out, we will 
consider our options. 

How long will the whole process take? 

There are external factors that we don’t control, but so far we are on track with our projected timeline 
and hope to become part of Emory Healthcare in late spring/early summer if everything stays on 
schedule. The latest we believe it would take to close is fall 2018. 

Is there any concern that regulatory hurdles will substantially delay consummation of the transaction?  

People in metro Atlanta have a multitude of provider choices they can easily access, and this partnership 
doesn’t limit that. 

How can you guarantee that Emory will keep us as a community hospital? 

They will agree to it in our definitive agreement. 

In the past, Emory Healthcare had the reputation of being mainly focused on its academic mission. 
Has this changed? 

From our interactions with Emory Healthcare’s leadership and the information we have gathered as part 
of our due diligence in the decision making process, we are confident that Emory’s strategic vision is 
extremely inclusive of a broader community system of health care. Emory is looking to be well-
positioned in the future, and that means embracing a full spectrum of care, including the organization 
that is the primary provider of hospital services to this community – DeKalb Medical.   

How will the Foundation and Volunteer Services be affected by the merger? 

Both will remain intact and continue to support DeKalb Medical. 
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What are some of the wins that this partnership brings for DeKalb Medical?  

This partnership provides many benefits for DeKalb, such as growth and much-needed investment in 
services, equipment and facilities. Emory is at capacity, and DeKalb Medical can offer an extension of 
where they can send patients for exceptional health care. We are going to see changes in volume and 
payer mix to bring the revenue we need.  One of our obstacles to growth has been our inability to invest 
in expansion and improvement of services, and as the old saying goes, “you need to spend money to 
make money.” We’ll have a strategic plan with Emory to make decisions about when and how to invest 
in areas that will yield a positive return. 

HUMAN RESOURCE RELATED QUESTIONS 

Many specific human resources (HR) questions cannot be answered at this time, but DeKalb Medical 
employees can be assured that all of the questions asked below are considerations being addressed 
and will be answered over time. Both Emory and DeKalb wish to retain our employees and maintain a 
stable, growing workforce. Details will be worked out with this goal in mind. Overall, we feel this 
partnership will be very good for our employees, and individual situations will be addressed once the 
major issues are decided. 

Emory healthcare has multiple hospital and clinic locations. After the partnership is finalized, can I 
transfer to another facility? 

One of the nice things about a larger system is that there may be opportunities to transfer to different 
positions within the system without losing benefits. Once the partnership is finalized and you are an 
Emory Healthcare employee, you will have the same options for transfer within the system as other 
Emory Healthcare employees. 

What if I work at DeKalb and also work at Emory?  Will I be able to continue in both jobs? 

We have many employees who also work at Emory facilities. This is one of the issues we need to work 
through because all employees will eventually be part of Emory Healthcare. We will provide you with 
details as at a later date.   

If I am in the pension plan that was frozen in 2008, will I still receive that benefit when I retire?  

You will not lose what you have earned in the pension plan. This item will be specifically addressed in 
our agreement with Emory. 

Will there be changes to the 403(b) retirement plan? Will Emory keep the VALIC retirement plan? 

Our goal is to keep employees whole and continue to offer competitive pay and benefits. We do not 
know this level of detail at this time, but will provide it to you once it is available.  
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Does Emory Healthcare use PRN/contract employees?  

Recruiting, particularly for experienced nurses, continues to be a challenge for all health care 
organizations. Like DeKalb, Emory currently uses PRN and contract employees when needed. Use of 
contract employees is generally to fill positions that we are unable to recruit permanent staff to fill, but 
it is not the desired approach to staffing. Contract labor is very costly to the organization and impacts 
our ability to invest in other things.  We have been working diligently to reduce the amount of contract 
labor in our organization by increasing recruitment and retention of permanent staff.  This effort will 
continue.  Once we are part of Emory, Emory will work with us to evaluate our staffing needs and 
determine how best to ensure we have the staff we need. 

Occasionally, contract labor is for positions that are temporary or for management positions we have 
contracted with outside firms to provide, such as Morrison’s. In areas where this is working well, we do 
not anticipate changes. 

What will happen with students, interns and residents? 

We do not anticipate any immediate changes. 

Will the DeKalb Medical staff be required to go through a health screening? 

DeKalb Medical staff is currently required to go through an annual health screening for the health and 
safety of the employee and our patients. Annual health screenings occur in every health system. 

What will happen to the 30-hour rule Emory currently has for PRN employees (PRN employees at 
Emory are only allowed to work up to 30 hours a week)?  

This is one of the issues we need to work through. We will provide you with details as at a later date.  

When do you expect salary alignments to occur? 

This is one of the issues we need to work through. We will provide you with details as at a later date.  

Will we need to re-apply for our current positions? 

No, employees will not need to apply for their current positions. 

Will we be able to go to other Emory campuses for training and education?  

Being part of a larger system will provide increased opportunities for training and education. We do not 
know at this time how or where this will be offered, but will provide you with this information when 
available.  

Will we keep our employee number?  

This is one of the issues we need to work through. We will provide you with details as at a later date.  
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Will we change uniform colors?   

This is one of the issues we need to work through. We will provide you with details as at a later date.  

What’s going to happen with our paid time off (PTO) and Extended Illness Bank (EIB)? 

This is one of the issues we need to work through, but you will not lose what you currently have in your 
bank. 

Will we still get credit for our years of service with DeKalb Medical or do we start over when we 
become Emory employees? 

Emory Healthcare will honor and recognize your previous years of service with DeKalb Medical. 

I worked at Emory years ago.  Will I get credit for those years? 

This is one of the issues we need to work through. We will provide you with details as at a later date.  

Will employees from our business office be moved?  

We have not discussed relocating any employees at this time. 

SERVICE LINE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 

After we become part of Emory Healthcare, a strategic plan will be developed, much as we have done 
our own strategic plans over the years.  This plan will prioritize areas for growth and investment.  In 
some services, we may just need repair or updating, while in others there may be new programs and 
offerings to be developed. Other areas could remain status quo.  We will not be discussing these 
matters with Emory until later in the process. Therefore, we cannot provide concrete answers, but will 
try to provide some context where we can. 

How will the DeKalb Physicians Group integrate with Emory Healthcare? 

We don’t have specifics yet, but the DeKalb Medical Physicians Group employees, including the doctors, 
will become employees of Emory Healthcare just like everyone else in the system. 

Is there any possibility of moving DeKalb services, such as oncology, to Emory? 

It’s not likely. Emory actually has more patients than they have capacity or space to accommodate.  In 
the partnership with Saint Joseph’s Hospital, Emory actually moved a complete service from Emory 
University Hospital to Saint Joseph’s Hospital.  Accessible community settings are needed to serve all of 
the patients.   

What is the future of the inpatient rehab unit?  What are the plans for the cardiovascular areas? Will 
the Emergency Department change to a trauma facility at Hillandale? Will the Infusion Center 
improve? 
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We will not be discussing strategy in these areas with Emory until a later point in the process. Therefore, 
there are no plans for these areas other than to keep focusing on delivering great care every day to our 
patients and to continue to implement our fiscal year 2018 goals. 

Will our computer systems change?  How will the EMR change? 

Emory Healthcare uses Cerner for both their physician groups and hospitals. A shared EMR is crucial to 
the success of any large system, so we will move to Cerner, but we do not know the timeline. 

Other software applications will need to be reviewed, and a plan for integration into the Emory 
Healthcare System will be developed over time. 

How are we going to support the growth of DeKalb Medical?  

As DeKalb Medical grows, we will invest proportionately in staff and equipment to support that growth.   

After the partnership is approved, when will we get new equipment?   

The investment of initial capital into replacement equipment and new equipment will be prioritized and 
implemented over a seven-year period with a significant front weighting of investment. 

Will the back side of the hospital where IT currently resides be repaired so it may be fully utilized? 

No decision has been made regarding the space at this time. 

Will our emergency notification system be upgraded so we can utilize more current technology 
(example: North Decatur campus)?  

We have not discussed this level of detail yet. 

Are we going to consolidate supplies and purchasing processes?  

Yes, over time. 

What is the plan for LTAC?  

Emory Healthcare currently has a relationship with Select Medical for its LTAC services, and Emory is 
very excited about the potential for our LTAC. Health systems of the future need the full continuum of 
services within their system, and post-acute services are a crucial part of the continuum.   

Will DeKalb expand and build on to the existing facilities? 

It is likely, but we are not certain at this time. 

Will Bob Wilson stay on as our CEO? 

Bob has made an incredible contribution to our organization over the past year. Many people don’t 
realize that he is working 12 to 14 hour days, seven days a week to maintain his law practice, serve as 
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the judge for the Georgia Lottery and serve as our CEO. That’s an incredible commitment for anyone to 
take on, and it’s not feasible to maintain it in the long-term. Bob is committed to seeing us through this 
transaction, but after that, we need to allow him to get back to a normal life. He will likely remain 
involved, but not as CEO. 

 

 

 

 

 


